Q4. Have you reported any of the problems to school administrators?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>If Yes, what has been done? / If No, why not?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nothing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

During extreme heat we were told to turn off the lights and close the blinds, “stay cool.” When the heat has not worked we were asked to wear our coats indoors. When mold was growing on a ceiling tile the custodians were asked to paint over it. When rodent droppings were found the teachers were told that it is common for mice to come in since we are in the woods. Although technicians came in to survey the air quality they gasped when they saw the meter. I inquired why they had that reaction and they asked if I had itchy eyes, coughing, and sneezing. When I responded, “yes”. They said they were not surprised. Yet, nothing was done to resolve the issue. When I walk down a certain hallway in the building I feel my lungs closing and itching; it smells like mold.

"old heating system"

"On the list, has been sent "downtown"

"Tsk tsk. Yes. That’s awful“. (Administrative offices are air conditioned. )

10 years to get a room with a window air conditioner. 5 million dollars spent on a renovation but they didn’t bother upgrading the air filters or air handling systems. 1960's technology for heat, wall units for air, no circulation.

A large dehumidifier that is set to automatically come on. Facilities Director is aware and regularly checks on the status

A radiator was cleaned, a pipe was re-coated with a protective seal, a moldy carpet was thrown away

A tile ripped up outside my door and the building is so old there is supposedly Asbestos... Nothing was done until two days later and the tile was exposed with kids walking by all day....

A work order has been placed and the problem resolved.

Abatement (April 2018) in conference room where extreme mold existed.

AC does not exist in the similar classroom. It is a building issue

AC was put in to alleviate the situation

acknowledgement of problem. Told would be a special order (this was in the fall.)

Additional cleaning for ants and sprays when students are not in school. The climate of the building is controlled by a company out of state according to what I’ve been told. Windows cannot be opened and we are at the mercy of the air venting system.

Adjusted heat accordingly.

Admin calls for maintenance personnel; sometimes maintenance addresses issue, often times not.

Admin knows, nothing done to repair old leak

Admin makes an effort, maintenance makes a temporary fix and then a week later it’s back to the same high or low temp.

Admin was ignored for months and previous administration was ignored for years

administration contacted central office
Administration had the custodial staff remedy the situation and air it out best they could. Staff are very attentive and professional.

Administration is aware. I believe a deal has worked out with the farmers to avoid or minimize spraying manure on their fields during school hours.

Administration offered AC units but have not installed to date. Over Veterans Day long weekend, the classrooms on my floor were professionally cleaned to remove mold and mildew and dust in vents.

Administration was onboard from the beginning. Although I have had differences with admin, they seemed to take a positive lead on addressing the problems.

Administrator contacted maintenance every time.

Administrator looked at it, it was brought to the attention of the head custodian. Leak was sealed but floor boards were not inspected or replaced.

Administrators called in a specialist to identify sewer gas back-up problem. Administrators provide hallway fans and opportunities to go to airconditioned spaces during the day (library, main office, computer lab).

Administrators have spoken to custodians, but filth continues.

Administrators know the issues with the room, but due to financial restraints, are powerless to deal with them.

Administrators never respond directly to our emails about these concerns. District administrators have attempted to get a new company to fix the problems, but they did not fix the problems. In fact, they are worse.

Admins are aware, the superintendent has called early release due to extreme heat in the fall 2019.

After many reports and complaints of mold in a certain area of the room, the problem was remediated.

After years of reported issues, we were finally moved out of the classrooms this past fall due to the BOE closing the classrooms.

Air filters put on the air ducts to catch bad air, and air monitors were installed. No one ever reported to office personnel how the study of air quality were going.

Air quality measurements were taken after extended weeks of professionals purging the air in the worst rooms. Annual air quality tests are done. They mostly come in below levels of concern.

Air quality test finally done in the dry season.

Air testing. Did not follow recommendations increase air flow. Increased air flow of to skew testing data. HVAC company has not resolved issues over the years.

All fixed

All have been fixed.

All issues were addressed and corrected.

All problems have been addressed and fixed except the air conditioning situation.

All rooms are hot. They aren’t going to paint the building.

All was fixed after emails were sent to administrator.

Already have tiles taken out for inspection.
An AC unit was installed, however, it is leaking and may not be useable.
An exterminator came in once, but has not been back.
Ant traps were place
Ants have been sprayed. Mold is being addressed (slowly seeing remediation and tile replacement, but wall still intact where persistent leaks have occurred; maybe over the summer?)
Anytime I reported an incident, administration took care of it ASAP.
apparently the school is working on fixing the tile issue.
Areas have been taped or repaired in the past but they continue to chip, raise, etc
As a first year teacher, I don't know if it is my place to comment on something (like excessive heat) that is often outside of administrators’ control.
As far as I know, administrators have taken note of the situation and has forwarded the information to whomever is in charge.

As for the rodent droppings, we alert the custodial staff. We also experience ants. Again, we alert the custodial staff. Additionally, for the past few springs, we have had a skunk (breeding season) or skunks (it smells like an army of them) nest somewhere under the portable units. So for several weeks in the spring most of the building reeks. Our custodial staff tries hard to take care of that issue too. (Key word - tries)

As mentioned above, multiple requests to fix leak and replace ceiling tiles have gone unheard. No improvements made.
Assessment for water damages etc. Plans are in place for repairs (maybe) during the summer
Assumed they are aware due to the amount of classrooms with these issues
At one point the janitor brought in an exterminator. Part of my walls were repainted after they tested positive for lead, but not all the walls and there is still paint chipping.

At one point the janitor brought in an exterminator. Part of my walls were repainted after they tested positive for lead, but not all the walls and there is still paint chipping.

As mentioned above, multiple requests to fix leak and replace ceiling tiles have gone unheard. No improvements made.
Assessment for water damages etc. Plans are in place for repairs (maybe) during the summer
Assumed they are aware due to the amount of classrooms with these issues
At one point the janitor brought in an exterminator. Part of my walls were repainted after they tested positive for lead, but not all the walls and there is still paint chipping.

At one point the janitor brought in an exterminator. Part of my walls were repainted after they tested positive for lead, but not all the walls and there is still paint chipping.

Attempts at regulating the temp has occurred but issues still remain.
Attempts to fix
attempts to remediate are implemented
B&G personnel helped to correct the cold by adjusting central thermostat and/or fixing heating vents in heaters.
Band aid fixes
Because they are well aware of the issues and without serious funding nothing can be done.
Behavior issues get a token slap on the wrist. It seems we do not have clear behavioral expectations and consequences. Another issue is not all teachers buy in to current "think sheet" strategy.
Board of Ed got involved. They hired a company to investigate
Bottom of the sink was painted. Ceiling tiles remained removed for most of the school year. Three are still not replaced and open.

Bucket to catch the dripping water and a paint job.

Budget limits, the building needs to be demolished, no one cares, not enough janitors

Budget seems to be the overriding issue. I understand that on the surface it may not seem like a big deal; 5 days at the beginning and perhaps another at the end of the school year. But, if it happens to only be 10 days a year, that's 30 days of lost instruction over the course of their middle school tenure (and that's only looking at the best case scenario). Plus, our electronics are constantly effected by the humidity as well as our staff. Humidity can be just as distracting as extreme heat in this building.

building effort to mark spaces on a map. we are getting new flooring and roof this summer as a result.

Buildings and grounds put air fresheners around our office suite to try to cover up the smell which just made it worse

But my college has and we occupy proximate classrooms

Call maintenance to look into

Carpet has been taped with duct tape and or patched. Stains remain. Windows have been caulked. Filters were changed in the heater.

Carpets will be removed this summer, after 10 years of waiting.

Ceiling has been patched (some minor crumbling still happens), maintenance does their best to regulate the temperature - the building is old.

Ceiling panels replaced, but the leak has not been repaired.

ceiling tile replaced

Ceiling tiles have been removed and waiting to be replaced.

Ceiling tiles have been removed.

Ceiling tiles have been replaced every few years. I did not report the mouse droppings as I heard from other teachers that reported them that the principal does not follow up with the custodians.

Ceiling tiles have been replaced. There was clean up done after flooding from a broken pipe, but lost materials were not replaced.

Ceiling tiles replaced (but some continue to get water damage and then get replaced again) The roof was recently re-done, so we'll see if there are any more leaks. Also, I have been told that the A/C system was being fixed, but again, it will take time to determine if the repair holds or not.

Ceiling tiles replaced. New windows but heat problems have not improved.

Ceiling tiles were removed

Ceiling tiles were replaced

Ceiling tiles were replaced (only to be found wet again)

Ceiling tiles were replaced. There are dehumidifiers running in various parts of the school. ServPro was called to clean certain classrooms where mold had been found. There is now a plan to install new floors and a new roof over the summer.
Ceiling tiles were replaced. Air vents were cleaned.

Ceiling tiles were replaced. Damaged books were thrown out, but not replaced.

Checking for leaks

City claims they repair but never works

Classroom is relocated when its too hot

Classroom moved; humidifier for new classroom purchased. Old classroom "remediated" yet teachers are still suffering the same symptoms as previous to remediation.

Cleaning and testing for mold.

cold is sometimes addressed but only words for a couple of days then fails again. Usually controlled by a remote location, probably just set too low.

Concerns have been reported to the facilities department who oversee the repairs in the district for the digitally controlled climate systems.

Continue to replace tiles and monitor damage.

Cooler spaces within the school are offered when they are available.

Cooling centers are offered for extreme heat but relocating to these areas is not always feasible. When my room is too cold, the custodian is sent to my room to tweak the thermostat with no real outcome.

custodial staff have come, exterminator called, rodent traps placed (in humane traps), water stained ceiling tiles removed, most windows repaired

Custodial Staff makes attempts to control the temperature.

Custodial staff was made aware of the wall, nothing has been done

Custodial staff were instructed to wipe down walls and furniture. As mold continued to spread on ceiling tiles, they were simply replaced instead of treating the mold.

Custodian changed damaged ceiling tile.

Custodian comes in and turns blower on/off.

Custodian comes in to adjust thermostat or call in someone to repair.

Custodian has been prompt in addressing issues

Custodian has come to into look at it. Not sure if anything was done any of the times he/she has come in.

Custodian repairs, attempts to stop issue

Custodian takes a look, provided a small portable fan for when it's hot, small portable heater when it's cold, replaced ceiling tiles. The mildew smell is only when the room has been closed up for more than 2 days. Nothing has been done about this. However, we are getting new flooring. the roof is questionable and leaks constantly when it rains.

Custodian was called

Custodians are generally responsive and do the best they can especially during the school year.
Custodians are made aware and often they will come down to check out the problem. Traps are set for rodents, but they are never caught. Custodians are usually able to address heat issues. School is currently being remediated for mold.

Custodians came to check on the mildew smell but could not find the source. The smell has gone away but comes back on hot, humid, and rainy days. The custodians are working on the problem with the temperature. It becomes hot like a sauna - 85+ degrees - at times. The custodians allow me to turn on and off the fan switch as needed, however the problem has not been fixed completely. It is being worked on. I am concerned about mold because of my allergies and asthma. I have not had asthma in over a decade - it is worse in the building than outside. There could be a correlation with the mold and I sent requests to have my classroom investigated. There is mold right outside of the classroom door in the ceiling, as well as leaks, - this could be the cause. The building is being worked on and hopefully the issue regarding mold/mildew will be resolved before the start of next school year.

Custodians came to fix some of them
Custodians cleaned, professionals were called in 1 time after many complaints
Custodians have been notified
Custodians have been notified and people have a checked our temperatures.
custodians have inspected the leak and put a bucket under the area.
Custodians replaced tiles, and put out mice sticky pad traps
Custodians took care of it.
Custodians try their best but cannot fix major problems due to budget constraints.
Custodians vacuum rodent droppings.
Custodians were called but they can only do so much; no money is allocated to update/renovate old schools.
custodians were called to adjust the temp if they could
Custodians worked on temperature control.
Dead bat was removed. Crack was covered with duct tape then filled with Caulk. AC unit was fixed to turn off AC in winter.
dehumidifier
dehumidifiers were bought
Dehumidifiers were put in the room
Didn’t have any problems in my class this year.
Directive is to send head custodian form/email and cc: department head
Discussions with administrators allowed them to notify our district administration.
During “hot” days- 100 degrees F or hotter... we are given 30 minutes in a room with a/c. Custodian put in work orders/ took care of rodent droppings and ants.
During extreme heat, other teachers with air conditioning offer their rooms when they are empty. Ceiling tiles are replaced.
During the months of winter, the heater didn't warm up the classroom. I reported it to principal and head custodian. The head custodian checked it and put in a work order. Some people came to fix it a few times but there were still times my students and I felt cold. I also reported to the district’s mold committee about the mold in my class. They came and checked out my classroom. They wrote up the mold problems in my class and it was publicized their findings in the district’s mold website. They found black growth in the classroom bathroom vent. Principal said they came in and sprayed treatment on it.

During the winter, if the room is too cold, a custodian has been able to adjust the thermostat. When it is too hot, there is nothing that can be done. The windows only open about 6 inches.

Each year at the end of the year I fill out school dude forms. I’ve mentioned everything and nothing is done. I was informed that the ceiling vent above my kiln is adequate - despite it struggling to hold a piece of paper to it. I am told my sink traps are cleaned over the summer yet I had one custodian (no longer with the district) tell me he was told not to clean them- that they were fine. He cleaned it himself for me because the sink was backing up into another rooms sink). I’m guessing these things are not a priority to those who are not in the room.

Early release on a very bad day. We heard talk of AC but nothing
Efforts have been made to air condition parts of the building but unfortunately not in the wing that my classroom is in.
Elementary schools were released early on hot humid days.
Elmcroft said the heat can be 74 degrees. My room ran between 74-76. It's closed it and extremely uncomfortable. The children and I wore short sleeves all winter.
Emailed mold task force and administration.
Everyone around me has reported these things constantly
Exterminator came and placed traps
Exterminator came for the problem with mice last year. There has not been one seen this year.
Extreme heat- they came around with a thermometer and checked rooms. IF they reached a certain temperature they offered other rooms that we could use to teach classes in. If other options didn't exist, they have dismissed school early. Damaged ceiling tiles have been replaced but I can't say for certain the problem was addressed. Bugs were reduced by clearing away brush creeping up the building outside of windows. Mold/mildew gets cleaned but keeps returning due to poor plumbing/caulking.
Extreme heat—They cut a hole thru the metal radiator cover and placed a new thermostat there. I complained about the razor sharp hole and they covered it in duct tape. They used a Chemical while cutting the hole in the metal. The odor gave me an asthma attack and stayed in the room for weeks. They relocated me to the Art room and put that teacher on a cart. A child can easily access the new thermostat and I still have no control over the temperature. Rodent droppings— I received a few glue traps after asking and then later in the year was told that a pest control person had come in and put poison in the ceiling. Not sure if I believe that and since the mice were on my floor, I went out and bought my own glue traps. Damaged carpeting—It was filthy when I moved into the room this year. When I asked if I could have it cleaned at my own expense, I was told "no" and they sent over one of the 2 or 3 district carpet cleaners. It was broken and spewed mold laden water in two strips on the carpet. I stopped the custodian and had him tilt the machine back to clean out the black, moldy lint that was stuck to the bottom. Still couldn't get a regular water spray. A few weeks ago, the boys' urinal down the hall flooded over the weekend and made it into my room where the carpet soaked it up. The custodian mopped it up. I asked for professional cleaning and never received a response.

- Fans are brought in and we close the blinds to limit sun exposure for hot days. For cold days the custodian takes the temperature and calls central admin. We recently had three days in late April/early May where we had a cold snap but the heat was not on for half of the building. It was eventually turned back on but conditions had improved.
- Fans are only sometimes provided
- Fans have been brought in for the heat and the custodians put out sticky traps for the mice.
- Fans in my room—Rodent droppings much fewer this past year. Brought in heater to my room, but HVAC came in and adjusted temp (computerization)
- Fans were brought into hallways—Classes were told to access rooms with air(computer lab/library) when empty for a break. Administration have air conditioned offices. Their reply is that it is too costly to air condition classrooms.
- Fans were brought into the hallways and we were told to sign up to go to the air conditioned media center for 30 minute time slots.
- Fans were purchased for the hot days. For fellow classrooms space heaters were purchased.
- Fixed AC
- Fixed quickly
- Fixed, but not well.
- Fixed.
- Floor fans in halls and mold remediation.
- For heat there were extra fans put in the halls, which nothing to solve the problem. No fans are provided in the classrooms, so I purchased some for my room.
- For the extreme heat, an upright fan was delivered that truly did nothing as it circulated hot air and was quite cheap so was not powerful.
For the extreme temperatures - not much. It took almost a full year to get the heater fixed and replaced. I am still not confident that it works. There is nothing to be done about the extreme hot as there is no air-conditioning in this room. For the rodent droppings - a mouse trap was brought in, was successful, and, so far has eliminated the problem. There are mouse droppings in a display case directly outside my classroom that gets cleaned out once in awhile but I do not know if anything has been done to address the issue. For the damaged tiles, they have been replaced. This is usually a fast process.

Generally, things are repaired. Our building is currently in the process of mold remediation so mold issues and water intrusion issues are being addressed. In the case of extreme heat/cold, my room is the computer lab and the A/C unit that cools my room has often been out of order and my lab can easily reach 80 - 90 degrees. This is not healthy for students or computer equipment.

Good question....... only band aid solutions thus far
Got dehumidifier and getting AC installed
Had people in to check the cooling/heating system.
Has contacted building and grounds for repair
Have had many conversations about it. Science colleague did an air quality test outside of my window and the strip came back black. Have emailed administration and formally asked for them to look into it. Have heard nothing back yet.

He has worked on fixing temperature, as it is especially not conducive during testing. Ceiling tiles have been replaced.
Head of facilities came to observe, Hchv technician called in
Heat adjusted. No change for smells.

He was not on
Heat was turned off then it was too cold in another area of school so pre-k wore their coats all day.
Heater has been turned off.

Holes outside are being sealed and no more squirrels have come into my room since.
Hvac techs have come to fix broken ac/heat in school in the past
HVAC-temporary fixes. Design flaw. Leaky roof - repairs made
I am told nothing can be done
I believe it is on the list of items to be remediated due to mold. In the short term, custodians come and clean up the water whenever it happens (maybe 2-3 times a year). So far, hasn't been disruptive to teaching.

I believe the space was filled with cement.
I did not have to report it- once the mold outbreak began, all schools were checked.
I did not report the problems to my administrators, as I have never witnessed any leaks myself. However, when contractors did a building walk through they did remove some tiles from my classroom ceiling to be cleaned and replaced. However, as I said I never witnessed any leaking myself, so the stains may have been from years prior.

I did not want to rock the boat.

I email both the head custodian and admin when there are issues. My admin follows up to see if issues have been addressed.
I felt my principal didn’t care.
I fill out maintenance form each year and windows aren’t fixed
I filled out forms and was told to go to urgent care workers comp doctor who said it was bronchitis which my doctor said is not and I have been paying for my inhaler on my own.
I get some cosmetic things fixed but the major issue (being in a 50 year old temporary building with failing plumbing and infrastructure) remains unchanged.
I got a bigger, noisier, dehumidifier. Sad sticky traps for mice—very sad to watch. We did have one room remodeled due to mold this year.
I have been advised that the school will be rebuilt within the next few years, so repairs are minimal.
I have been given time in the air-conditioned library to teach so the students can cool down. I teach first grade though so it is difficult for most when there is change.
I have been reporting my chronic illness throughout the past 10 years to my administers. Many people in my building are chronically sick. We met separately with the assistant superintendent twice to address our concerns and nothing was done. Our building continued to have roof leaks during every rainstorm which lead to continuous mild build up and the vents for the air ducts have now been cleaned. I personally reported my concerns along with pictures of mold areas to the Mold Task Force a total of three times with no response. All the concerning areas still remain in my classroom and building and I continue to be sick on a daily basis.
I have been told I’m "on a list", that it will be looked into, a dehumidifier was brought in and an industrial sized, dirty fan that just distributes more dirt into the air.
I have been told that I can move to a cooler space, but there are not always other spaces available.
I have been told they are waiting for a part for the air conditioner.
I have complained about ventilation and heat regulation in my room for more than two years. There have been no positive changes to those concerns in that time.
I have discussed it multiple times with the custodian.
I have informed custodians. The custodians always respond and do their best, but their hands are often tied in terms of money for repairs or to replace damaged items. Strong school has had a high turnover of custodians. Most of the custodians that I had reported problems to are now gone. After awhile, you just give up.
I have mentioned before how hot it is in the classrooms, but more of in a "community complaint" way, where the response is sort of..."that's life". Clearly nothing was done.
I have no clue what was done as I was told to contact the mold task force which I did and have not received a response. I also informed my union which told me to go to the doctor but I just want documentation that my classroom was inspected and properly adjusted to make conditions okay.
I have notified my principal and my department head
I have put in work orders or told the office. Sometimes I went months without things being fixed.
I have sent emails and photos of the troubled spots.

I have shared my concerns with other teachers that are fearful of this not only for themselves, but for children too. In Europe, they have much stricter standards for what is acceptable for wireless technological exposure—especially around children.

I have talked with the custodians regarding these issues.

I have told administrators about the mouse issue, mold on the instrument cases, smells, but have not yet broached the temperature issue. When I was developing the idea of putting instruments in a separate place, an administrator shot it down and told me they are being put back in the same closet that had been moldy before. These are instruments that children use all school year long. I told an administrator of the mouse issue and to my knowledge I don’t think anything has been done about it. The roof is fixed now and the auditorium has new carpets, but there are still issues, serious issues.

I haven't but others in the building have and we have mouse traps.

I mentioned it to the custodian and showed him.

I put in work orders with my custodian every year and the town has not fixed the window. Bait boxes were put up a while ago. The exterminator used to come to replace them but they are old. The ceiling tile was replaced and I have not had a problem with the leaking ceiling.

I removed all of the contents of my room. There was water damage found and the walls were scraped from where they were crumbling. No mold was found in my space.

I reported problem to our custodial staff. They will fix the problem to the best of their ability.

I reported it to the custodian and he adjusted the temperature of the classroom.

I reported the issue and buildings and grounds was immediately in my room to fix leaks. The extreme hot and cold, as well as uncleanliness, remains a problem.

I reported the temperature to my principal and asked if I could even buy my own window unit but was told no. He said that I could call down and possibly be moved to an empty air conditioned room for that period. I found that this wasted approximately 20 minutes of the class period so I only did this once.

I reported them to the building engineer.

I reported through the maintenance site.

I reported to our custodians. I was told they took care of it.

I reported to the Head Custodian.

I reported to the mold ask force. I’m not sure what has been done as far as the mold. My colleagues have reported about the extreme cold and were told nothing can be done.

A few years ago that water was entering my room and that my students and I were experiencing health issues from that—bad cold, allergies, etc. and the problem fixed, as well as my wall completely taken down and re-sheetrocked. I've been in the same room for a few years after this situation and it's been much better.

I told head custodian twice. They tried to fix it.

I told the custodial staff and they helped to alleviate the issues.
I was allowed to bring in heaters. The hole in tile was duct taped. I have duct a/c but it is only turned on if a student has an IEP or 504 requires it.

I was allowed with a letter from my doctor to change the filters every three months.

I was put out on leave while pregnant with the mold situation. It was recently heard that there will be no more necessary remediation due to lack of budget.

I was told that the head custodian in charge checked the kiln and said there is proper ventilation. This was back in 2011-2012 I believe.

I was told the CO2 levels were elevated and to open my windows. I could not take the conditions and felt forced to retire. I am not ready to retire financially but I could not take it.

I was told the problem did not exist.

I was told there was a rodent problem that was resolved.

I was told they requested an A/C unit, but the request was denied.

I was told things will be taken care of during the summer.

I was told to open my windows.

I've never mentioned it informally but I'm always told the readings that are done come back fine.

If it is hot we are able to move to a cooler room or area of the building. Nothing has been down about the screens.

If Yes, what has been done? / If No, why not?

In 2015 there was visible black mold in my room along with the other rooms in my hall. These rooms were remediated with walls being replaced.

In the past 14 years I have told the 3 past principals and 3 past head custodians of all of the problems in the Media Center. It was then followed up by patch work and no investigation or fixing of underlying problems. It has only been this year with this new principal and 4th head custodian that any major action has taken place.

In the past, they have monitored the temperature in the room.

Inspection

Installed AC.

Inventory of mold taken, mouse traps, attempts to fix temps.

Issues have been addressed

It got little bit better

It has been noted. Nothing is done. I filled an "anonymous" survey once about the room cleanliness and my personal furniture was broken shortly after. I was told it would be replaced or I would be compensated, but I wasn't. Cleanliness has become the teacher's responsibility.
It is a waste of my time. I reported my ceiling was leaking before Christmas and was told it will be taken care of over the break and when I returned to school nothing was done. The garbage can was still on my desk collecting water and the ceiling tiles were still wet. I was surprised it didn’t start to grow mold. I have pictures. I currently have zero ceiling tiles in that area and the ceiling still leaks. The garbage can has been living on my desk since Xmas break. So needless to say, I have not been able to use my desk since then.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>It is handled by the custodian.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>It seems out of the control of school and district admins.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It varies on the condition.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It was addressed but it took a LONG time. My roof is still leaking...I don't even report it anymore. Very demeaning.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It was cleaned as a result of the &quot;spotlight&quot; that was put on the cleanliness of our school resulting from the mold issues that we experienced.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It was due to weather, had early release</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Items have been addressed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Its a chemistry classroom. Damaged tiles were removed by the mold task force. I was not aware of any mold.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I've been given a fan to help circulate air.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I've called the buildings &amp; grounds department. Not much they can do.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I've reported it to the supervisor of building services, who made adjustments, but they were temporary. There appears to be an issue with regulating the heat and air conditioning in the building.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Janitor check out, buildings and grounds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Janitors will check the problem. That is about it. I am told they &quot;test for mold&quot; but I'm not sure it happens. My ceiling leaks and a bucket is put in to catch it. I am told there is nothing they can do about the extreme temperatures - if the heat is not coming on in the dead of winter and my thermostat is reading 50 degrees, they say there is nothing they can do to help me.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Just assume it is known as it is an old building.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Just reported severe hives.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Just this year, vents were cleaned, tiles were switched out, school roof was repaired and mold has been monitored.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leak was fixed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leaking roof and tiles are fixed during long weekend/breaks. HVAC issues are systemic in the building, and need to be addressed with a renovation, which has been discussed for 6 years.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leaking roof has had buckets it collect water and plastic around the smart board.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leaking roof was taken care of. Heating problems remain an issue. (See previous comment for details.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leaks are fixed. We don't have AC.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Light was repaired. I bought fans for hot days Custodian sprays for ants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Little to nothing, band-aid at best</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Made calls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maintainace claims there is no problem or they give it a temporary fix.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintenance came to check out cooling system.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintenance has come in to help with the heat. Nothing has been done about the ants.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintenance has reported the droppings to the pest control people and traps were set up. Not much to do about excessive heat- no air conditioning.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintenance has responded and has attempted to rectify the problem, but regulating temperature in the building has continued to be an ongoing challenge every school year.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintenance looked into it, adjustments made as needed although not perfect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintenance was contacted to fix heater and extreme heat was called as half days.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mice droppings have been cleaned. The classroom used to have an AC but it broke and has not been fixed or replaced even though a work order was put in. I have been offered to relocate for a portion of the day in order to cool off, which really isn't helpful to student learning and having to lug around materials.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mitigated by custodians</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mold has been remediate but duct vents are full of dust</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mold in the Classroom Closet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mold is an issue that's being resolved. There is no air conditioning in our building, and I do not have a window as my office was originally a storage closet, so I can't have a portable A/C unit. I brought my own fan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mold remediated this year &amp; vents finally cleaned for the first time, since I’ve been there. Not done for 18 years! Roof was done this year too...well over 100 holes in the roof. Mice were a problem three years ago, traps are set to catch the mice.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mold remediation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mold task force has been taking pictures, not sure what is planned as far as fixing leaks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mold Task Force took over and came to remedy some of the issues (from what I see actively posted on the task force webpage, not all).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moldy ceiling tiles replaced. Custodians come &amp; flush the sewer ejector pump. This eliminates the odor. (We have had to relocate due to the smell.) We have been relocated because of excessive heat. Mouse traps were placed in the closet &amp; classroom. Ultra sonic mouse plug ins installed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Money not in the budget to provide air conditioning.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Most problems eventually fixed, but they are ongoing and it seems every year there are multiple times that something needs to be fixed or adjusted.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mouse trap was put in. Temperature has varied and attempts to correct it have been made.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mouse traps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mouse traps have been put in place at various spots in the classroom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mouse traps laid. Plastic sheeting placed over ceiling where leak was at. Hiring a company to look for roof leaks.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Mouse traps placed in classroom behind radiator. Told by admin to keep windows open to let air circulate the room on hot days.

Mouse traps set and many caught.

Mouse traps were set; heat/ac was repaired; insect infestation told that it was not possible to treat until students do not eat in classrooms (allowed because some students do not have a scheduled lunch period).

Mouse traps, ant spray. Nothing about mildew smell. In hot weather, tell us to find an air conditioned room to go into. Not conducive to teaching and not enough air conditioned rooms.

Mouse was caught, fans were not supplied. Heater was vacuumed.

Moved classes during Extreme Hot weather. Custodian checked damaged wall.

Moved to another location.

Moving to another location which is more conducive to learning.

Mushroom issue repaired. Kicked out of room due to mold.

My administration addressed the problem immediately and had technicians come in and gave me another room when it was too cold/hot.

My classroom floor was washed. Custodians came up to check.

My dehumidifier, mouse traps, roof work (that works for a while).

My room was moved but someone else was put in the moldy room.

My wall has been taken care of. Nothing has been done for the cracks because they came with the installation of the new heating system when they were drilling the outside.

New cleaning solution was offered to us and the rodent droppings were cleaned up.

New roof in the state office being worked on. The carpets of 35 years will be replaced at last. Too late for me but great for new teacher.

No - I told head custodian.

No air conditioning.

No because, I didn't want to get the custodians in trouble.

No funding for air conditioners. Heat often breaks in the cold months.

No known problems.

No money for air condition units.

No need.

No problems.

No problems. I am a school counselor and my office is fine.

No, because every classroom does not have air conditioning.

NO, because when it's hot, there is nothing that can be done; we don't have air conditioning.
| No, they are aware that the main building gets hot. |
| No. They Know and have no intention of repairing. |
| Nope |
| Not a lot. |
| Not a whole lot since the problem still exists. My room was given a cursory check for mold. Someone got on a ladder, removed a ceiling tile and looked for 10 sec. before pronouncing my room mold free. However the room just around the corner had a high level of mold. |
| Not enough People have been out to fix heat but it has only been a band aid- not fixing the problem. |
| Not Enough Power to School Accommodate Air Conditioning |
| Not much |
| NOT MUCH !!!!! |
| Not much -- custodial staff has been cut to the bone, and claims of "no money" for any repairs that cost significant $$.
| Not much at all. |
| Not much at all. |
| Not much has been done other than to tell us if it's too hot try to find another space. |
| Not much they can do. Gets reported to superintendent and head of maintenance and nothing gets fixed |
| not much, always a reason why something can't be done. ex. ceiling tiles are moldy and large stains, "can't be changed because the pipe is in the way" |
| Not much. Because "the district doesn't employ enough [carpenters... electricians... whatever...] to fix that at this time. And our custodians aren't responsible for [x]." |
| Not much. Custodial staff feel they are over worked and understaffed. Inconsistent effectiveness among custodians. |
| Not much. Not enough maintenance workers. |
| Not sure |
| Not sure |
| Not sure! |
| Not sure. Problems continue |
| Not to administrators but to custodians and front office |
| Not yet- not janitors job we've been told |
| nothing |
| Nothing |
| nothing |
| Nothing |
| Nothing |
| nothing |
Nothing
Nothing
Nothing
Nothing

nothing reverts to head custodian who does a work order and then they say it costs too much.
nothing - no money

Nothing about the possibly moldy carpets since it can't be seen, the leaky windows were recaulked - they leak less, bit still leak.

nothing because there is no A/C to turn on, except in the central parts of the building, which are where the administrative offices are located.

Nothing been done
Nothing done.
Nothing for extreme heat or cold. The damaged items have just been looked over by custodial person in charge.
nothing has been done
Nothing has been done
Nothing has been done
Nothing has been done about the temperature in the past two years. However they may possibly be upgrading the system.
Nothing has been done and no reasons have been given as to why not.

Nothing has been done because of budget concerns. I have only reported some of my concerns officially, because I know I am not the only one with these concerns. They are common concerns among teachers at the school.
Nothing has been done not even a response to my emails.

Nothing has been done regarding my broken air conditioner and the extremely hot temperatures in my classroom. The ceiling is finally patched (I believe). I requested the Mold Task force to come look at my ceiling, due to all the water build up my ceiling has had and no one ever came to inspect it.
Nothing has been done.
Nothing has been done. Nobody cares.

Nothing has been done. Our administrators tell the custodians, but the custodians do not fix anything. Everything is just swiped under the rug and no progress is made.

Nothing has been done. They are 'working on it', always working on the roof!
Nothing I know of

Nothing is done about it.

Nothing is done regarding the temperature issues. We're just told, oh well. After 1.5 years of submitting leaking roof reports, finally someone came and addressed the issue last month.

Nothing is really done because we are told it’s a facilities issue, not an administration issue. Other times it may change for a little, but then it returns to the norm.

Nothing is usually done to remedy the problem.

Nothing long term. All quick fixes that do not last. Problems continue

Nothing regarding heat beyond distribution of fans. PCBs have been remediated.

Nothing that I am aware of.

Nothing the building is so old it is beyond repair.

Nothing to my knowledge. It is an old school with lots of heating issues.

Nothing was done

Nothing was done by admin; the custodian finally turned the heat off to my room once the temperature stopped going so low we wouldn’t have to worry about pipes freezing on the outside walls.

Nothing yet, although our principal and superintendent are pushing for AC

Nothing yet--waiting to hear

Nothing!

Nothing! They paint the front lobby, office and hallway.

Nothing, but it is not the Principal's fault. Downtown will not send appropriate resources.

Nothing, they have replaced ceiling tiles but the roof contributes to leak and damage new tiles.

nothing, work order sent

Nothing.

Nothing.

Nothing.  They just say tell the building principal and NOTHING happens.

Nothing. This has been a problem for 12 years and we are now getting a new school so no one cares

nothing. a/c is not in their control. windows need to be recaulked

Nothing. Although building maintenance claims they cleaned it. I have photo documentation that shows nothing was done.

Nothing. I have been told by the head custodian that there is a problem with the pipes under the building and the city will not rip up the building or pipes to fix it.

Nothing. I have had to purchase a temperature gauge to prove how hot it is; also purchased fans in an attempt to keep the room cool. They don’t work.

Nothing. I was told it would be brought up to the Superintendent but, nothing had been done
Nothing. No money.
nothing--ask them
Nothing
On a waitlist for work to be complete.
One area where mold was detected had the leak fixed and area treated but panel was then put back up; building principal has reached out to maintenance every time about the heat/AC issues as well and they will do a “patch” but problems occur every year; building principal has also reached out to have carpeting in library removed, but it has not been scheduled
One visit from the mold task force. Other than that nothing.
One winter, I had no heat for many months. I spent every day trying to find a warm place to teach my students. Finally, in the spring when renovations on a new heating/cooling system were being considered it was fixed. For the oppressive heat, the BOE will call a half day and recently purchased fans for every room.

Only our district office has control of our temperature
OSHA has done testing, some cleanup has happened, however still issues and more needs to happen to have a safe work space.
our building was shut down after much push and testing
Our custodians do an outstanding job and my administration advocates for us, however, I do not feel they are priority for the district.
Our program coordinator reported these problems. The heat was taken care of, and many ceiling tiles have been replaced. The rodent problem has not been addressed.
Outside private Maintenance company hired gets angry for the complaints. Placed paper towel with tape on the top which got moldy.
Over summer repair nothing done
Painted over stained tiles
Passed on to the custodial staff.
People came in multiple times to fix the heat, which was way too high. As for the mold, a couple of people came in, sniffed the room, and did nothing else.
People come in to "fix" it but it is never actually fixed.
People have come in to work on air conditioning, heat was turned up, space heaters given out.
Pipes leaked and fixed/cold adjusted
Plan to paint
portable air conditioner units
Portables closed due to mold. 2nd classroom has to have heat repaired
Principal and Custodian try to help out in the conditions ie.... rotate to the few rooms with AC, put big fans in hallway to try and dry wet condensation on hall floors but not classrooms. Only a small few windows were replaced years ago but never done again.
Principal went out and bought fans.
Problems are dealt with on a case by case basis.
Problems are typically addressed as they arise.
problems have been observed by mold task force staff
Provided fans
Provided with a fan.
Put in order but no $$$
Radon mediation and an air scrubber
Rain gutters were installed on the inside
Rat traps were put down and they dispose of bodies when they are there, fans were put in the hallway
Relocation
remediated
Remediation but dust and debris was never properly cleaned
REMOVAL OF THE CEILING TILES TO CHECK FOR LEAKING PIPES.
Removed mold from Auditorium carpet, change some ceiling tiles. Water still leaking
Removed the carpet but left the sticky moist solvent based adhesive on the floor during February break. Removed the adhesive and put in tile during the Spring break.
Repair to A/C system or initiation of a/c was requested of district.
repaired
Repairs have been made and are ongoing (leaks).
Repairs of the roof have been attempted, but not always successful.
Replace ceiling tiles until it rains again and then repeat. Mostly the problems are ignored for a lack of funds or viable capital plan to make lasting repairs.
Report forwarded to the appropriate department by the Nurse.... nothing changed
Reported mouse droppings to director of maintenance. Mouse traps were placed in room. Droppings swept by daily cleaning occasionally.
Reported that the mold has been remediated
Reported to the custodian and the administrators. They were going to have the mold task force take a look.
Reported to the custodians. They patched with tape. No funding for new floors
Reports of cold rooms and Hot rooms have been happening for years. The response is that a part needed to be ordered. amazing how parts take several months to get.
Rodent droppings have been removed. Tiles cannot be replaced due to checking for leaks.
Rodent droppings were addressed and teachers asked to only keep food in sealed containers. Mold and growth still present
Rodent traps
Rodent traps set. Droppings still found and not cleaned. Air filter turned on but still smells on warm humid days.
Rodents have been addressed
roof and air not repaired, 5 weeks of cleaning in my class
Roof fixed, tiles replaced, school dismissed early during extreme heat
Roof replaced - no more leaks in room, but problems exist in other parts of the building
Room has been removated, but I don’t think the HVAC system was put back correctly. The building as a whole has extreme temperature differences. Some rooms are freezing and other rooms are boiling hot!!
Room is being remediated for mold.
Room was cleaned as part if the mold remediation effort
School is closing and district doesn't want to spend the money to keep our kids currently in this building healthy and safe.
School was closed for 2 days at the beginning of the year for mold clean up. When we complain about the heat/air conditioning we’re told that it's broken with no solution. For the mice/rats, they put down traps but we often have to track down custodians to clean up the mice/rats once they are caught.

School wide problem
Scrapped the walls, set traps, fixed leak in roof
Scrubbers were brought in to control the humidity; a cleaning company was brought in 2 days before the first day of school
Several maintenance people came to fix the heater

She informed the custodian and he fixed some of the problems. Some of the problems must be taken care of by outside personnel.

She is aware of the conditions and has provided everyone with fans and alternate room when available. Much of it is put of her control.

She reports and nothing happens.
She told the custodial staff to take care of the mouse droppings. I was told the custodial staff does its job properly. Some things I have not reported.
Since custodial staff is routinely in the room, seems like if anything could be done, it already would have.
Since I am going through menopause, my gynecologist wrote a letter for me stating that I need an air conditioner in my classroom
Since the wasps were reported personally to custodial staff I’m waiting until the event happens again. Admin is aware of lack of air condition in some locations of the school.

Sink was fixed. Blowers were brought in to dry the floor when condensation was at its peak. Custodial staff adjusted the heat or AC. However, extreme heat and cold are still an issue now that the AC is on.

Some areas of my room has been cleaned.
Some ceiling tiles and portion of roof replaced. Carpeting being removed this summer. District had OSHA in last school year but wasn't allowed to see report. Allergy issues still a problem but better than past
Some ceiling tiles have been replace, a rodent was caught, most air ducts have been cleaned
Some ceiling tiles replaced, some removed. Water damaged wall painted over.
Some ceiling tiles were replaced in my office after a significant leak but the ceiling area under the tiles was not cleaned out/removed.

Some ceiling tiles were replaced.

Some cleaning

Some fixed or cleaned.

Some have been resolved, some have not been addressed at all, some are blamed on the age of the building (and therefore cannot be remedied)

Some light bulbs have been replaced (not enough), that’s it

Some problems fixed while others are ignored ("Nothing we can do")

Some temporary solutions as mentioned above but no permanent fixes. Keep saying that all the leaks are known about and are putting together under one project to be done in future.

Some things have been corrected but still continue to have the same problems. They seemed to be a quick fix.

Some things have been taken care of, others have not.

Someone came and repaired the floor. Traps were placed and checked regularly.

Someone came in and sprayed for roaches

someone came to look around the classroom

Someone came to look at it several times. I was told the temperature is "fine" after using a laser temp that stated the room was far warmer than it was. Someone came to look at the vent and told me "not to complain if it got too hot in here" and then was told "oh, it isn't working". And then never came back.

Someone came to work on the AC/heat vents. Things improved, but not completely.

someone comes out and checks...replaces noticeable damage...problem not "fixed" permanently

Sometimes a part in the heating system is replaced, but it often doesn't really work

Sometimes nothing, offering to move the classes for the day, supposedly a "system" was installed in the garage across the hall where the fumes come from and the custodians were told to start any equipment outside instead of inside. Leaking ceiling...not sure if anything has been done...custodian comes with a larger bucket to collect the water. Years ago the carpet was removed and recently ceiling tiles were removed.

Sometimes we get satisfaction, and sometimes we don't. I actually had to buy a natural "Rodent be gone" mint spray to get rid of the mice from my classroom. I got tired of the mouse poop everywhere including on top of my desk.

Spray paint the ceiling tiles to cover the black/brown water marks. They give excuses as to when the issue will be fixed, why it isn't fixed (part is unavailable, part is on its way, part comes from China, part was on a truck being delivered and the truck broke down, there is no OSHA regulation about a classroom being too hot...).

Sprayed for bees. Nothing is done about hot or cold temps.
Stained ceiling tiles (for several months now) have been removed and repairs are suppose to be in progress. No money to replace dirty damaged chairs. Mouse traps placed in room. Eating no longer allowed in room. Whole town has a "mold team."
Sticky mouse traps which are inhumane. AC is usually on before necessary which makes the department very cold, or it's not on when needed. Heat doesn't seem to be on or high enough and mini heaters are needed in our offices.
Still dealing with the extreme hot or cold.
Still have rodent issues.
Still waiting for maintenance
Still working on it
Stopping the leaks and put in a manual dehumidifier
Taped tiles, “looked” into mold smell
Temporarily fixed
Temporarily fixed
temporary fix on sink issue but it always come back.
Temporary fixes
Temporary fixes repeatedly over the 16 years I have been in the same room.
Temporary solutions have been attempted. An air conditioner was installed.
The “fix” to the broken window hinge that I’ve reported for four years was to nail it shut.
The admin has addressed these issues with the Building and Maintenance staff but I am told that the stains on the carpet are just stains even though they have gotten larger and darker in color.
The administrator has sent in a call to the custodian. He has called a person to come and inspect the problem.
The administrators listen but don’t always act on what I have said.
The air quality was checked in my room and air filters were changed on the roof.
The area was repaired within the last month
The bare minimum has been done, until I got a union rep with me they basically ignored me. All they do is "patch up" issues.
The broken furniture gets replaced by other people's discards
The builders rigged up a 'SOLUTION" that works most of the time, but not all the time.
The building has been having on-going repairs. The problem is that they turn off the ventilation at 3 pm and don't restart it until 7:15 am the next day. The room is either hot/cold and has a musty smell.
The building maintenance came and adjusted temperature.
The ceiling tile was replaced, but the leak continues. There is mold on the ceiling and in the closet.
The ceiling tile was replaced.
the ceiling tiles have been taken off because of stains but have not been replaced
The cold temperature and the mold in the ceiling tiles.
The custodian checked the temperatures and district was notified
the custodian is notified and a short term remedy is completed. long term effects on colleagues are evident when mold/musty odors appear in the humid weather.

The custodian was called to turn on the heat. Depending on where you are in the school. The heating system is not consistent. There is no air conditioning in classrooms. The third floor classrooms are extremely humid in the spring and fall. They installed fans on the walls near the ceilings in those classrooms but they are extremely loud making it difficult to teach due to the noise of the fans so some teachers keep them off and the students are hot.

The custodians brought towels to collect the water

The custodians prepare traps for the rodents and I make sure to keep all food secure in tupperware The building superintendent has often been in to see what can be done about the heating.

The custodians will try to fix some of the issues. Other times nothing is done.

The damage was fixed. The excessive heat... no solution

The district has had a hygienist come to the school and do an air quality test.

The district put out an extreme heat protocol where the A/C areas leave their doors open     Mice and ants are in our rooms but the custodians can’t use bait to kill the ants so they just vacuum them up. Not solving the problem.

The ductless air conditioning was fixed.

The heat has been worked on but sometimes they don’t turn it on due to the date even though it is cold.

The heat was worked on.

The heating problem was fixed.

The heating problem was taken care of. I have not addressed the problem with the idling cars, I think it would cause friction.

The district has had a hygienist come to the school and do an air quality test.

The issue of the droppings was addressed last year (17-18), and has not recurred since.

The issue was addressed appropriately

The issues have always been addressed, but often not in a way that is a solution, but more of a bandaid.

The issues have been addressed by the custodians.

The leak has been repaired and the ceiling tiles have been repaired. Randomly they spray for ants (it doesn't work). Randomly "sticky" mouse traps will be put out (it doesn't work). Recently (once we logged a complaint) the air conditioner was checked...NOT CLEANED.

However this is not a yearly maintenance task that they do. The dirty, contaminated heater vents have not been cleaned or dealt with.

The leak has been repaired, ceiling tiles not yet.

The leaking toilet was fixed but after a week had passed. Nothing directly was done about the ants. Ceiling tiles are replaced periodically. After years of ceiling leaks. the roof was finally replaced.

The leaky radiator gets tightened annually.

The loud drumming noise seems to have disappeared. Ceiling tiles were replaced during mold remediation. I did not report missing cover for vent (assumed custodians would put in a work order). Sink overflow was fixed by custodians, not sure if admin was notified.
The maintenance staff has looked at the heating/cooling units multiple times. They have tried to fix it but nothing works.

The mold task force cleaned the visible mold (but the HVAC still has not been cleaned) and then issues with temperature is not fixed

The mouse was trapped.

The PA system in my room was boosted to it's max, but it's still not audible.

The para brought in an air filter as soon as I mentioned that my eyes were watering too.

The principal comes to check with the radar to get a temperature and my belongings that got wet where dried off and I put plastic bags over them so they wouldn't continue to get wet

The principal reported the cold conditions to the city department.

The principal sends custodians top try to alleviate the concerns. There is only so much they can do to bandaid the issue. the district is not responding unless parents are very vocal. There aren't any vocal parents complaining to the district from my building.

The problem gets addressed for a day or two.

The problem has been there for years--the cold and mouse droppings.

the rodent droppings are cleaned up.

The rodent issue is taken care of with traps and the ants are sprayed with a liquid that does very little. They continue to come in. The heat is not addressed unless I want to move to another location if there is any available.

The school has attempted to adjust heat/AC, but it took about 2-3 years before they were able to make it a comfortable temperature in the middle school. There are still issues at the high school, due to an improperly insulated exterior wall which has plumbing running through it. These pipes have frozen and subsequently burst and flooded the band room and damaged instruments on two occasions and it is often very cold in that room.

The school sent workers to repair the system, we were without heat in the winter.

The school was shut down for two days for a massive mold clean up.

The screen door was installed. The glass walls were covered with film to reduce sun. Fans are brought in...

The School hired people to come into the school to re-mediate the mold problems.

The summer heat can be an issue but there's not much that can be done...

The tested things and said it wasn't mold.

The tiles were replaced, but the water returned and tiles are still damaged

The town did a major project on girls & boys bathroom and that helped. But the hallways & main office still smell like feces at times.

The town is supposed to take care of certain things so there is constant tension between the town and the school about who does what. The town takes forever to do anything. The ripped carpet is a district issue and we have been promised several times that we are getting new carpet but little has been done. That has to do with the superintendent.

The water leakage was reported and action was taken.

There has been no improvement to our building unless it is a rodent.
There has been nothing done to remedy the temperature other than it being turned on (or off) after multiple emails. I have no proof that anything was done regarding the roaches and/or ants. I have sent emails and been told it would be looked into, but there was never any follow up.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>There is nothing that can be done regarding the temperature. They have exterminated since the droppings were discovered.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>There isn't much to be done to change this problem of heat. We are able to bring in our own fans but can not run extension cords and outlets are limited and limit where fans can be placed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>They adjust the temp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>They allow us to rotate in and put of cooling stations. Areas with air conditioning. Not very promising.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>They always seem to be trying to fix. We are getting a new roof this summer. Roof has leaked since building has opened in 1992. So hopefully that will help. The bad hail damage last year is forcing insurance to replace the roof.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>They are already aware.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>They are aware</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>They are aware and try to get work orders put in but district puts bandaid nothing gets fixed permanently</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>They are aware how hot the classrooms become. What could be done?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>They are aware of the situation but the school is old and when one side of the school is comfortable the other is in extreme temperature change. We are not allowed food in the classrooms except for school supplied food which should be in the cafeteria also. They gave me the glue sticky traps for the problem but there are not enough traps to keep up with the problem.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>They are completely aware of the situation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>They are fixing some mold problems around the school.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>they are investigating.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>They are trying to fix problems throughout the building.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>They are working on it</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>They asked if I was “stressed” and said I was probably just allergic. I have had allergy testing and bloodwork and it's not me, it's my classroom. They have slowly started replacing ceiling tiles, they vacuumed out my vents, but didn’t clean them and didn’t do anyone else’s. They re-waxed my floors after reporting this for years... but didn’t re-wax anyone else’s. They offered to switch my room, but they already switched my room in 2012 when I asked about mold in 2011-2012 school year. The problem is everywhere not just my classroom. Teachers fear retaliation and it’s real. They come to me, but I’m the only one speaking up. They are putting bandaids over a major problem! Teachers have had to have sinus surgery, tonsils removed, ear tubes put in. One teacher had a strange memory illness and then died, if you research mold sometimes it's misdiagnosed for memory illness. I’ve researched mold and cystic fibrosis because we have two children in our building with it. The administration doesn’t seem to care.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
They brought in dehumidifiers to run over night in the past.  
They came to my classroom and addressed the ceiling tile problem.  
They came to set traps and the custodians helped clean out the rodent droppings from all over the room.  
They claim there is no mold  
They clean up & exterminator or traps set up.  Floor was painted a couple of years ago but paint keeps pealing due to traffic wear & tear.  
They closed my classroom in March and are currently renovating it.  
They fix with a band aid solution - barely, that's all.  
They fixed it  
They fixed it.  
They got mopped, but don’t get mopped regularly.  
They had the janitors clean the mold on the walls and remove moldy shelving. An administrator said the mold wasn't unsafe because it was green and not black.  
They have been investigating  
They have been working to remediate everything. Our school doesn't have A/C  
They have checked to try to adjust the heat and it never works.  
They have looked at the leak and I am no longer in my room until the ceiling is fixed.  
They have put in requests to remedy the issues  
They have removed the moldy ceiling tiles. They recently fixed up the holes outside that were allowing the animals to come in.  
They have replaced the moldy ceiling tiles. They got the HVAC system working.  
They have tried to repair it but it still leaks  
They know about the heat, it's in every room in the building. As for the rodent droppings, there are sticky traps. Honestly, those are really disgusting to look at.  
They made note of the heat and ripped carpet.  
They moved my room. Last year I experiences extreme vertigo, sinus problems etc. It's better this year but a lot of people are sick. Kids have allergies.  
They normally get it fixed in one day.  
They offer us time in a classroom with a/c, when that teacher has their prep. Which often doesn’t line up with times that we can actually use it. We are told there will always be mice.  
They paint over the mold, the AC has been an ongoing issue building wide.  
They painted my room once.  
They put coverings over the asbestos but it took 4 years! Moldy ceiling tiles have been removed so that the rodents in the ceiling have easier access to the classroom.
They put down glue traps, can do anything about heat/cold as building is old for cold, and during construction, a few years ago, they replaced windows, exposing PCBs ran out of money and no A/C was installed. Energy efficient windows don't open much to cool down rooms.

They put out mouse traps and have caught mice.
They replace the ceiling tiles and clean the mildew/mold.
They replaced switch it still sparks at times,
They replaced the moldy ceiling tiles
They report that they work it, but it has made no difference. The leak on the window was addressed and resolved.

They Roto router the pipes and Close down the bathroom for a day or two

They said you're being dramatic and nothing is wrong with the building until they got sick from the school environment themselves.

They say they are working on it but it's still an issue.
They send a custodian to the room to inspect and then nothing else happens
They sent device people.
They set a mouse trap & did catch it. The rest hasn't been addressed.
They set rodent traps - caught one mouse - but more droppings still found. Supposedly called and exterminator for the roaches - but still finding more. Nothing was done for the poor air quality. I was told not to use the fume hoods (it has been over 2 years now!) When do I get to begin doing proper chemistry labs again?
They tell me my room temperature is ok for learning
They tell us that a work order has been put in.
They took care of the acute mold problem, but it's a very old building. Mold spores still exist
They try to fix it, but the building is old.
They try to have the problems corrected.
They try to treat walls but keeps happening. They started to rent dehumidifiers in summer but take them out once school starts. It is still humid though

They were taken care of.

They wind up moving the classes to another room until the room dries out, or until the room cools off a little, if there's a room available.

They work very hard to try to fix it. They have a new wheel for the system that they are installing in the summer. (It would have been sooner, but the wheel was damaged in shipping.)
They worked on heater/blower

They've got people working on it, I am told on a regular basis...
They're working on it. They've called in people to check it out. Roof has been repaired and they are constantly working on our heating AC system. I'm not sure about the mold. Someone looked at it a few times.

Things are fixed to the best of our administrators ability.

This is a new construction with ACs that don't work and no opening windows, floor tiles that are tripping hazards, sewage smells forcing the movement of classrooms...a disgrace for a new building...the principals have told the builders but we still have issues.

Through the schools for tools committee.

Tiles fixed, but not the heat. Some parts of the building have air conditioning, even the room adjacent to mine, but for some reason, they do not fix the AC in my room, or even try to add it.

Tiles have been replaced and an old musty bookshelf was replaced with a new metal one.

Tiles have been replaced. Temperature remains an issue.

Tiles replaced.

Tiles were replaced, mold was cleaned by custodian, dehumidifier placed in room.

To the extent possible but ultimately it's a Central Office/Town issue in terms of funding to address the concerns. In building the admins try to relocate classes if there are extreme temperatures and have been supportive "behind the scenes" when we filed an OSHA complaint about air quality. They want the problems addressed too but they have little say when it's a facilities issue.

Told custodians about roof leaking, heat issue. School had builders/carpenters remove ceiling tiles that are still not replaced.

told to relocate my classroom to an ACed room, which is not ideal as we need to move everything, including calculators and technology is needed for the lessons.

Told to talk to head custodian.

Too afraid to tell, but I did tell the custodian and they said they cant do anything about it.

Too cold: building manager will turn up temperature a bit. Too hot: request for large fans in hallway; compliance only after years of requests. Moldy ceiling tiles: was told that there isn't any mold. Rodent droppings: poison/traps were laid out (in closet area). Chemical smell: odor came thru heating system; was told that nothing can be done, as my classroom was located above the science chemical disposal room. Moldy ceiling tiles: no remedy in one instance; in separate incident, tile was replaced.

Too Hot problems cannot be corrected without installing AC. Too Cold problems have generally been addresses by school being proactive about getting heat turned on earlier in the morning when weather is really cold.

Traps.

Traps have been put down in corners and holes have been sealed off in closets.

traps put down, custodial staff spoken to

Traps put out for mice.

Traps were put down.

tried to fix it, never fixed correctly.
Usually the temp is adjusted manually by custodial staff; leaky window was cleaned up
Vacuumed out the roof vent, closed the open ceiling tiles, placed a recycle bin to catch the leaks, moved the computers so they would not get ruined by the leaky ceiling, turned the heat system up so it will turn on when the temperature drops below 60 instead of 50 degrees. They can't fix the 60 year old windows that allow cold/hot air to pour through them.

Various measures taken to repair or bandaids situation
Vents and ceiling tiles were replaced.

Very little choose to ignore due to money
Very little. They supposedly put I. New thermostats for heat but we can’t control them and my room is always hot.

Waiting for a light dimmer, replaced tiles and cleaned carpet but did not replace it
Walls cleaned

Walls were replaced and my ceiling was scraped.

Was given a portable air conditioner that is under powered

Was told it was too expensive to install air conditioning on the 3rd floor of the school although it was added to the cafeteria and gym.

Was told the maintenance looked at it and can't cover the gap in the door.

We are getting some renovations done beginning 2020

We are in the que for repairs, as they fix/clean certain areas each year.

We are often told that the situations can not be ratified due to budget restraints.

We are repeatedly told that they are working on it. Honestly, I know that my administration is working on it. It's the person in charge at central office who doesn't seem to sense the urgency.

We are severely understaffed in terms of maintenance people. We are lucky to have the trash taken care of.

We are told to go to air conditioned areas such as the math room or library if it gets too hot. The custodian has come and taken temperature readings on hot days.

We are told to put in a ticket for maintenance. They replace the ceiling tiles but the problem has never been resolved.

We are undergoing renovations this summer.

We complained about the odor and damp feeling in the basement. At first we were not taken very seriously, an air quality test was done and was reported to come back fine. Smell and damp feeling continued however until the winter and the heat was on.

We continually are told it's an old building

We do not have air conditioning, so nothing has been done.

We had a meeting with the superintendent and someone from the maintenance department. We were told there is no standard for the air quality in schools.

We have air conditioning units, they are just not completely hooked up yet. Some mold/mildew/water/wall damage areas have been repaired. We have new plug ins that make noise that rodents do not like to deter them from coming into the rooms.
We have asked for traps for mice, caught mice on our own. The ant situation this year was overwhelming on the entire Art Level. We were blamed via emails because we "let" students bring food in. Custodians placed gel traps and had the exterminator come in on weekends. We have fans for the heat, but have received conflicting reports about whether we are allowed to open our windows (1st floor security concerns).

| We have called buildings and grounds regarding temperature regulation but have not gotten much response. |
| We report every year on our end of year school list although recently I don't recall receiving it like not for the past few years. |
| We were given fans. Nothing else has been done to cool the overheated classrooms. They tell us to go outside to cool the students off when it's 90 degrees out. No joke! |
| We were told that an attempt to adjust the heat in the colder months had been made. However, there did not seem to be a change. In the warmer months, large fans are sometimes placed in the halls on extremely hot days. Or, staff in air-conditioned spaces will offer to share their space with staff/students who may need a "cooling center." |
| We were told to go to other rooms with air conditioning and to teach there for the duration of the heat wave. Most classrooms have AC, but it is not universal in our building. |
| We won a case saying there would be AC in the building but nothing has been done or enforced. |
| When I asked for the air purifier, i was told that the funds were frozen, but they would see what they could do. |
| When we report that it is cold in our rooms, we are told that there is "nothing that they can do about it" because "downtown controls the heat" OR the next day our classrooms become unbearably hot. It seems there is no in between. |
| Window has been reported multiple times - nothing has been done yet. I'm not sure of the status of mold/mildew concerns and whether they have been addressed at all. My ceiling was replaced 2 years ago so I'm unsure about what the new work may be hiding, if anything. |

| Work order |
| Work orders get put in. Nothing can be done about heat though. |
| Work orders have been submitted |
| work orders have been submitted - but nothing ever comes of it. OR sometimes they come and "fix" something and never complete the job, or the "fix" is worse than the initial issue. for example: a faucet that leaks just has the water shut off/disconnected. doors whose hydraulic does not function just gets taken apart & not repaired (so now the door slams open and shut). |
| work orders placed - but problem is recurring |
| Work orders placed. |
| Working on it. For the past 10 years |
| Working on the roof  Walls repaired |
| working with administrators |

Would tell head custodian, who would tell me there's nothing he can do. Then complain about me saying very negative things because of my request for AC and replacement of ceiling tiles. I never understood why this would bother him so much...
Years ago - tools for schools
Yes
Yes months ago and it was taken care of
Yes, the extreme warmth was remedied
Yes, they changed a ceiling tile after I had a bucket under it for 4 months dripping and emptying it
Yes, they took care of the problems.
Yes, they've had conversations with the custodial staff and Superintendent.
Yes. The admins and custodial staff always try to respond and put in the proper work orders. Often the follow through is beyond their control. My admins and custodial staff take facilities reports seriously.
Yes. The school administrators have dealt with problems to the best of their abilities.
Yes. They are aware. They finally gave me a free standing A.C. unit last fall after years of asking. It doesn’t really improve the air but it makes the spots on the floor recede. They did some repair in the tunnels under my room years ago but I don't know if it’s truly solved.
problems